
TILL DEATH 

DO US PART



Eve and Mark appear the perfect couple but 
behind closed doors the relationship is a 
nightmare. 

Mark is controlling, abusive and 
manipulative and Eve is trapped in a cycle of 
fear, violence, and despair. 

When Eve finally gathers the courage to 
leave Mike and move in with her friend, 
Kate, Mikes obsession rises to a new level. 

She soon realises that Mark is stalking her, 
and the weird messages and phone calls are 
not her paranoia.  Something very 
dangerous has been unleashed in Mark. 



Eve fights back, desperate to protect herself 
and those around her.  But as she delves 
deeper into the mystery of Mark’s 
intentions, she discovers terrifying truths 
about the man she previously lived 
intimately with. 

The truth is even darker than she could have 
imagined. 

With time running out and her life on the 
line, Eve must confront her worst fears and 
unravel the chilling secrets that Mark has 
been hiding. 

And this becomes a fight to the death.



Till Death Do Us Part
Dale G Bradley

Synopsis:

Eve and Mark are a seemingly perfect couple, but behind closed doors, their marriage is a nightmare. Mark is controlling, abusive, and 

manipulative, while Eve is trapped in a cycle of fear and despair. Despite her attempts to escape, Mark's grip on her tightens with each 

passing day.

One stormy night, Eve finally gathers the courage to leave Mark. She seeks refuge with her friend, Kate, and begins to rebuild her life. 

However, Mark is not willing to let Eve go. He becomes obsessed with finding her and will stop at nothing to get her back.

As Eve tries to move on, strange and terrifying events start to occur. She receives eerie phone calls, finds cryptic messages left for her, and 

senses someone watching her every move. Her paranoia intensifies, and she suspects that Mark is stalking her.

Eve's fears are confirmed when Mark tracks her down. He threatens her, vowing to make her pay for leaving him. Desperate to protect 

herself and those she cares about, Eve fights back. But as she delves deeper into the mystery of Mark's intentions, she realizes that the truth 

is even darker than she could have imagined.

With time running out and her life on the line, Eve must confront her worst fears and unravel the chilling secrets that Mark has been hiding. 

As the tension reaches its peak, the line between reality and nightmare blurs, and Eve must make a heart-wrenching decision that will 

determine her fate.

"Till Death Do Us Part" is a gripping thriller that delves into the dark and twisted dynamics of an abusive marriage. It explores the 

psychological and emotional impact of domestic violence, as well as the lengths one will go to break free from an abusive relationship. Filled 

with suspense, mystery, and unexpected twists, this film will keep audiences on the edge of their seats until the very end.
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